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STM technology and can work with non-conducrors. 
The principle of operation depends on the minute 
atomic interaction force beween the atoms at the end 
of the tip and the surface. The tip is helcl on a sensitive 
cantilever whose deflection is magnified by an optical 
lever to measure this force. The sarne scanning 
technique is used as for the STM arid the AFM can also 
achieve atomic resolution. The AFM images produced 
in this paper are those taken with a Nanoscope III 
instrument. This has exchangeable measuring heads for 
STM ancl AFM. Microscopes such as the Nanoscope 
instrument can be used with great success to look at the 
atornic structure and topography of solid surfaces and 
as such are extremely useful tools in surface physics. 
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Abstract 

lt is demonstrated how new microscopes with atomic 
resolution in combination with modern fast computers 
and cornputational techniques can be used in a com 
plementary way in the analysis and explanation of cry 
stal growth on surfaces. Examples are given of spiral 
formation, fractal growth, fullerene formation arid the 
growth of C60 films. 

Es wird gezeigt, wie neue Mikroskopiertechniken mit 
atomarer Auflösung in Kombination mit modernen 
schnellen Computern und neuen Computertechniken 
genutzt werden, um Kristallwachstum auf Oberflächen 
zu analysieren und zu erklären. Beispiele für Spiral 
formationen, Fraktalwachsturn, Fullerenebildung und 
Wachstum von C60 Filmen werden diskutiert. 

1. lntroduction 

The way in which crystals grow has long been a subject 
of fascination to scientists but the advancement of 
cornputational power together with new microscopes 
with atomic resolution has enabled the study of the 
nucleation of the growth processes in a way which was 
not previously possible. We intencl to demonstrate in 
this paper how microscopy together with cornputa 
tional physics can be used to observe and explain a 
nurnber of atornic-scale dynamical processes at crystal 
surfaces. Computer sirnulations enable us to calculate 
dynamical processes which can be used together with 
the images obtained in the microsopes with atomic 
resolution in an understanding of fundamental pheno 
mena at crystal surfaces .. 
The Scanning Tunnelling Microscope (STM) was invented 
by Binnig et al [ 1 J. The principle of operation is relatively 
simple. A sharp (tungsten). tip is placed next to a con 
ducting surface, so close that the electronic wave func 
tions of atoms at the tip overlap with those in the 
surface. A potential difference is applied beween the 
surface and the tip and a tunneling current flows. By 
varying the potential and/or the separation, the local 
density of states may be probecl. By scanning the tip 
over a surface, a picture of the topography can be 
formecl by variations in the tunnelling current or from 
variations in tip height necessary to maintain constant 
tunnelling current ancl therefore constant tip/surface 
separation. 
The STM therefore will only work with conclucting 
surfaces. Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) emergecl from 

0 10.6 nm 
Figure 1: An AFM inrnge of a NaOI crystal swjace showing atomic reso/ution. 

Figure 1. shows a {100} NaCI crystal surface imaged 
with this instrument (in the AFM mode because NaCI is 
11011-conducting). the micrograph shows the cubic sym 
metry of the crystal structure and from the atomic 
corrugations the lattice constant is roughly estimated 
to be 5.4 Ä comparecl to a reported value in the 
literature of 5.6 Ä. The corrugations observecl are clue 
to the Cl ions alone. The Na atoms cannot be observed 
clue to stick-slip processes [2J. 
lt is often important to know the structure and topo 
graphy of surfaces. A surface is where many important 
processes happen, from Catalysis ancl Adhesion through 
to Lubrication ancl Erosion. lfa perfect crystal is cleaved, 
the surface often cloes not remain in the structure of the 
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bulk-terrninated solid. For example, the most stable 
form of the { 111} surface of silicon is a 7 x 7 recon 
struction. The { 100} surface undergoes a 2 x 1 dimer 
reconstruction. Ifthe surface is cleaved in air rather than 
a vacuurn, the dangling bonds can absorb hydrogen or 
oxygen rather than reconstruct. These are all examples 
of atomic scale phenomena of the order of Angstroms 
in dimension but small scale atornic processes can often 
combine together to produce strange topographies on 
surfaces of the order of nanometers or microns. This 
might happen, for exarnple, in thin film growth or 
surface erosion by interaction with energetic ions. The 
type of topography produced by these processes is 
usally impossible to predict in advance and it is often 
quite exciting to see for the first time a new image in 
one of these microscopes. The results can be totally 
unexpected. 
The advances in computational power add another tool 
to scientific investigation in addition to the classical 
methods of experimentation and analytical theory: -- the 
tool of computer simulation. A simulation is neither a 
theory nor an experiment but contains elernents of 
both. Although most scientists woulcl claim to under 
stancl the term „computer simulation" there is no totally 
satisfactory definition. A simulation is not a theory but 
a numerical moclel of a system. lf it is a goocl model one 
may explore the behaviour of the real system by chan 
ging the numerical value of its input parameters ancl 
noting the changed responses. 
Surface physics reaclily lencls itself to investigation by 
computer simulation ancl in this paper we will give 
examples of unusual topographies which we have ob 
servecl in the STM/AFM ancl use three different cornpu 
tational techniques, Cellular Automata, Monte-Carlo ancl 
Molernlar Dy11a111ics, to explain these phenomena. We will 
clescribe in general terms the computational models 
that can be usecl to explain the specific experiments we 
have chosen. The main point here will be to dernon 
strate that the two techniques combinecl together can 
explain much of the basic science behind many ob 
servecl phenomena. 

2. Spiral Formotion at Defects 

Figure 2 gives an example of an AFM irnage which shows 
wbere a spiral structure has formecl on the surface of a 
NaCI crystal. Spirals can either grow as structures pro 
trucling from the surface as a result of atoms being 
aclcled to a crystal or they can form as small pits on a 
surface clue to heating and removal of atoms. Atoms can 
be preferentially removecl from a surface at defects or 
eclges by heating in the opposite way to which growth 
occurs. The micrograph shown in Figure 2 has formecl 
as a result of evaporation of atoms from a surface (i.e. 
the structure is a pit), In this case the arms of the spiral 
are not ledges of single atoms but terraces which are a 
few atomic layers ( < 10 layers) in depth and the bottom 
of the pit has a radius of several hundred atoms. 
The ledges are !arger than one atomic layer either be 
cause of diffusion or the extended nature of the defect. 
The bottom of the pit is flat inclicating that the defect 
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Figilre 2: An ArM image ofspiralformation 011 a NaC/ oysta/ surface. 

is no longer present to act as a source to remove cleeper 
layers. Using the depth information in the AFM, the 
clepths of the pits and hence a rough estimate of the 
length scale of the original clefects in the crystal can be 
estimatecl. 
Crystal growth occurs when particles arrive at a surface 
ancl migrate until they arrive at a position from which 
they no longer move. The probability that a particle may 
stick at a site clepends on the local property of the site. 
For example an eclge is a likely stable site because each 
atom there has fewer neighbours than in the bulk. A site 
which has two acljacent eclges is likely to have an even 
higher probability of capturing a cliffusing particle. lt 
was these kincls of icleas that lecl Frank [3] to propose 
his explanation for the spiral growth wbich can occur 
at screw clislocations. In this explanation the particles 
are individual atoms ancl these only stick to the eclges 
within a plane. A new plane is initiated only where the 
screw dislocation intersects the surface. Frank's moclel 
can be formulatecl to give a very nice example of what 
computer scientists now call a Cellular Automaton. 
Cellular automata are cliscrete (clynamical) systems 
whose behaviour is completely specifiecl in terms of a 
local relation. They are the computer scientist's colm 
terpart to the pbysicist's concept offielcl [4]. Over recent 
years, specialist computers callecl Cellular Automata 
Machines have been built to compute efficiently moclels 
built using the cliscrete particle approach. Such ma 
chines consist of !arge numbers of parallel processors 
which exploit the simplicity ancl the local nature of the 
model. For !arge fielcl problems the speecl gainecl by this 
parallelism is essential but for the simple problem 
describecl here it is not essential. In a true cellular 
automaton therefore, all the cells are upclated simul 
taneously. lf the cells are upclatecl sequentially with a 
predefinecl statistical probability then this would be 
usually described as a Monte-Carlo simulation. 
Spiral growth at a screw clislocation gives an example 
of a true cellular autom<1ton. The various stages in the 
simulations are shown in Figure 3a for moclelling such 
spiral growth. The algorithm is extremely simple. The 
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bulk material is described by an array of cubic cells. At 
each step a new cell is acldecl only at (a) those positions 
which have an adjacent fillecl vertical face or (b) at the 
eclge of the dislocation on the next surface providecl all 
acljacent cells at the lower level are fillecl. The seconcl 
of these mechanisms gives rise to growth on the next 
layer. The first six steps of this process are shown in 

screw dislocation 

Figure 3a: /\ cef!u!ar automaton mode! ofspira! growth at screw distocation. 
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figure 3a. Figure 3b shows the development of a spiral 
pit after evaporation of six layers using the sarne model 
as clescribed in Figure 3a to remove atoms from a 
surface rather than add them. This figure bears a close 
qualitative resernblance to the experimental results 
shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 3b: Tue same mode!, except 11ow used for evaporation after the removat 
o.f 6 !ayers. 

3. Growth of Au islands on metal surfaces 

Observations in the STM have shown that the initial 
grwoth in the sub monolayer range of Au on clean meta! 
crystal surfaces can occur in the form of fractal islands 
15.6]. Goldatoms are highly mobile over the surfaces but 
unlike the growth process described above in section 
(1) in the sub-monolayer range, the growth at the seed 
points is two-dimensional. This usually occurs at room 
ternperature when the coverage of the substrate is low. 
At higher temperatures the fractal islands anneal and the 
dendritic arms disappear. An STM of Au grown on 
Ru{0001} is shown in Figure 4. The fractal dimension 
of the structures seems to vary according to the expe 
rimental conditions such as the arrival rate of the Au 
atoms and the temperature of the substrate. Hwang et 
al. 15] report a fractal dimension of 1.72±0.07 for Au 
grown on Ru{OOOI }. We have also carried out expe 
riments of Au growth on both Si and NaCI. In both cases 
similar fractal structures grow as on Ru. However, our 
own experiments indicate that there is a wider range of 
fractal dimension which does not seem to have a sim 
ple relation to the growth conditions 16]. 
The model of the growth process is that of diffusion 
limited aggregation (DLA) 17]. The Au atoms become 
trapped in the surface binding potential but are able to 
move two-climensionally across the surface until they 
enter the vicinity of a fixed Au atom where they bind. 
This can be easi!y described by the following Monte-Carlo 
computer algorithm. 
( 1) First set up a two dimensional cellular structure. the 
simplest are usually square or hexagonal. In the simu 
lations shown in Figure 5 the network is hexagonal. 
(2) Take a circle a !arge fixed distance from the fractal 
structure, centred at the centre of mass of the fractal 
island. 
(3) Take a random position on this circle and let a par 
ticle undertake a random walk from the circle. lfit strays 
outside a circle of a pre-defined !arger radius then starr 
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again. Otherwise continue until it reaches the fractal 
structure where it sticks. 
(4) Repeat the process frorn (2). 
A fractal structure grown in this way is shown in Figure 
Sa which shows a rernarkable similarity to the micro 
graph, Figure 4. Figure Sb shows the sarne structure 
except that arriving particles have a radius 3 times the 
cell diameter. Here the fine structure of the fractal tree 
is lost. Structures such as these have been observecl at 
higher ternperatures. 

Figure 4: Initial stages of growth of a gold film 011 Ru{OOO 1} at room 
tenipetature. Thejlux is approximately 0.2 ML. The radii of'tl!efi·acta/ structutes 
are between 300 and 400 11111. 

a) 

b) 

tigure 5: Iwo-dimensiono! DLAji-acta1 gtowth. (a) Ta match tl1e STM i11 Fignre 
4 more exactly. tne particles are drawn slightly bigger tium the. size of the 
hexagonal cel/. (b) iracta! giowtl: with citcutar pwtides which bave n radius 
of 3 times the diameter of the cel/. In this case the indivic/ual details of the 
[ractn! trees beconie smeared. 

4. Fullerene Formation and the Growth of 
Fullerene Films 

An important scientific discovery of the 1980's was the 
new form of carbon called fullerene. This material has 
attracted interest by many groups and we have prepared 
molecular fullerene ancl in aclclition made thin films of 
this material. The C60 molecule itself is best prepared 
by passing an electrical current between two graphite 
electrocles in a helium or argon atmosphere. Optimum 
proclution is achievecl when there is a backgrouncl He 
pressure of about 100 torr. Before clescribing our expe 
riments in proclucing thin C60 films it shoulcl also be 
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mentionecl that the formation of these molecules can 
also be stucliecl by the thircl ancl potentially most power 
ful computational technique, Molecular Dynamics. The 
technique is in essence simple but its application is in 
practise nrnch more complicatecl than the moclels 
clescribecl in sections 2 and 3 above. Newton's laws of 
motion are integrated numerically for systems involving 
!arge numbers of particles. What makes the simulations 
attractive and more realistic than before is the advent 
of many-body potentials and the increase in computing 
power that makes !arge simulations feasible. 
Figure 6 shows a computer simulation of the conden 
sation of 120 C particles into a C120 malende by inter 
action with 30 argon atoms in a confined volume. The 
formation process appears to be complex. First small 
chains form which eventually close into !arge rings. The 
rings can wrap around each other to forma three dimen 
sional structure which eventually anneals into a C120 

cage. This simulation took many days to run on a fast 
UNIX workstation and even then is an iclealised model 
of the fullerene formation process which in the real 
worlcl takes place with a !arger Ar to C atom ratio and 
atoms distributed with a much lower clensity. None 
theless there are hints here that the fullerene formation 
process cloes not occur in a symmetrical way but that 
the moleniles condense from unsymmetric three-di 
mensional structures formed by the wrapping round of 
!arge rings. 

i) 200 ps (iv) 680 ps 

\.•.• • • 
• . " •• !,, ... 

Cl.• : . . -· . .. . 
• '"+ •. - .•.• :·" ..... .. . . ,. 
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(ii) 600 ps (v) 720 ps 
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Figure 6: Snapshots d11ri11g ji1/lere11e jormation. The system consisted of 120 
carbon partic/es and 30 Ar atrnns i11itial/y at 5000 K. The Ar atoms were 
coup/ed to o 2000 K Berendsen /81 bc1th with o time constant of 1 ps. 
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The electronic ancl structural properties of'well ordered 
films of fullerenes is a subject of both scientific arid 
potential technological importance and because of the 
potential applications of this new material, the depo 
sition experiments with fullerenes have been carriecl out 
on many diverse materials. The films were grown in the 
laboratory by thermal evaporation of C60 on various 
substrates, uncler ultra high vacuum conditions, The C60, 

in powder form, was placecl in a crucible and evaporated 
at a ternperature of between 400 ancl 500° C. The 
growth rate was approximately 0.01 nrn/s and the films 
were all grown at different thicknesses. Here we con 
centrate on exarnining the initial srages of the growth 
process on different substrates. The substrate ternpe 
rature was varied from room temperature up to 250° C 
in orcler to stucly its effect on the grain size arid surface 
roughness. STM aud AFM pictures ofthe film growth on 
silicon, quartz and mica are shown in Figures 7, 8, and 
9. In Figure 7 the initial stage of growth on Si {100} 
(2x 1) with a coverage of approximately one monolayer 
is shown. lt is clearly seen that both the (3x4) ancl (4x4) 
packings are present l9J. Figure 8 shows growth on rnica 
at different ternperatures. At room temperature (a)-(c), 
the rnolecules clo not diffuse large clistances across the 
surface. Amorphous C60 films are formed without a 
crystal structure. Neither islancl growth at the beginning 
nor layer by layer growth occurs. With a certain thick 
ness of the C60 film self-forrnation of the C60 grains 
starts. After the deposition of 7 nm (7 layers), grains of 
approximately 50 nm in diameter are visible. At sub 
strate temperatures above 200° C, island growth is 
immediately visible due to higher mobility of the mole 
cules across the surface. After an average deposition 
equivalent to 2 molecular Iayers, islancls of the order of 
250 nm in cliameter ancl up to 5 molecules in height are 
observecl. As more material is adclecl, the islancls co 
alesce ancl the growth mode changes to a layer by layer 
mocle, Figure 8e. By the time 7 molecular layers bav~ 
been aclded, a uniform film with roughness at most one 
or two layers has occured, Figure 8f. The grains become 
both !arger in cliameter and flatter with increasing 
substrate temperature. The structures which occur in 
Figure 8f bear a close resemblance to the simulation 
shown in Figure Sb for modified fractal growth. 
For quartz, the film growth is initially amorphous at 
room temperature, Figure 9a, but after the deposition 
of J O layers, Figuse 9b, rouncl island clusters are present 
about 50 nm in cliameter. The films themselves have a 
roughness of 5 mn. At 250°(, !arger i.slancls appear and 
aftes the depos.ition of 10 layers, Figure 9cl, these are 
double the lateral size of those at room temperature, 
Figure 9c. The !arge number of atoms required to pro 
cluce topographic features on this scale means that 
modelling is currently beyoncl the limits of MD com 
puter simulations. However the initial stages of growth 
can be examined. 
In orcler to model the growth process it is necessary to 
have a good clescription of the inter atomjc forces 
between the atoms. For MD moclelling of dynamic pro 
cesses in covalent materials e.g. Si or C many-bocly semi 
empirical potential functions such as those due to 
Tersoff 110) ancl Brenner 111 J are often used. In a film 
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(d) 

Figure 7: STM image oft/Je Si{100}(2xl) swjace with coverage ofoppro 
ximotely 1 1110110/oye1; showing both the c(3x4} and c(4x4) pockings. The dark 
regions ore bare regions ofthe Si swface. 

(a) 

(b) 

1.0011„ 

(c) 

l,lJ0J.>H 

(e) 

J,QÜ)JH 

(f) 

l .00 11„ 

Figure 8: C60 ji/111 growth 011 111iu1. After an tiverage deposition of (a} two 
molecular laye1;s, {b) Jour molecular /ayers, (cj seven 1110/ewlor /ayers. at a · 
substrate temperature q(20° C; (d) two 1110/ernlar /ayers. (e) Jour 111oleC11lar 
layers, (j) seven moleC11!or layers, at a substrate temperature of250° C. 

growth experiment, the C60 molecule would be expected 
to have a sub-eV translational energy as it approaches 
the surfoce. This slow approacb means that weaker, 
long-range fbrces dominate the interaction process. As 
a result we have aclapted these potentials by adding 
long-rangecl pairwise interactions between the C60 

molecules themselves ancl the (60 molecules and the Si 
substrate. The interactions between the (60 molectiles 
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(c) (d) 
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Figure 9: C60jilm growth 011 quortz. After an overage deposition of (a) two 
mo/ecular layers, (b) ten molecu/ar /ayers, at a substrMe tempernture of20° C; 
(c) two 1110/ecular /ayers. (d) ten 1110/ernfor fayers, ot a substrate· temperature 
0]250° C. 

are modelled using a potential due to Girifalco [ 12). This 
is a great advantage over using a long·ranged pair po· 
tential beween individual C atoms, as it reduces the 
number of long-range interactions by a factor of about 
360. The simulations shown in Figure l 0 were carried 
out using just the covalent part of the potential without 
the longer range Van der Waals terms. 
We have also produced parameters for a potential [ 13[ 
to approximate the interaction between surface silicon 
atoms and fullerenes during C60 film growth. The inter 
action beween the undercoordinated surface atoms on 
the Si {100} (2xl) or {111} (7x7) surfaces and the 
fullerene involves charge transfer from the substrate to 
the molecule and is therefore not modelled by the usual 
covalent potential. The potential correctly predicts the 
favoured binding site for an isolated C60 moleCLde to be 
at the centre of four dimer pairs on the { 100} (2x 1) 
surface. This is the position which would correspond 
to fourfold symmetry. 
The simulation is started with a bare Si { 100} (2x 1) 
surface. Periodic bounclary conditions are applied to the 
sides of the surface, with free boundary conditions in 
the vertical direction. Two sizes of surface were used. 
The first surface was approximately 5.4nm x 5.4nm and 
the second 4.6nm x 4.6nm. The latter size was chosen 
because its periodicity fits exactly a size that would 
allow either perfect four-fold or six-fold symmetric 
growth to occur. The target is 5 layers deep but the 
bottom two layers of the target were kept fixed. Simu 
lations were carried out with the target held fixed at 
both 300 and 600 K. Fullerenes were introcluced into 
the simulation, with an internal energy corresponding 
to the sublimation temperature of 600 K for C60. A furt 
her 0.1 eV kinetic energy was added to the centre of 
mass of each fullerene, with the velocity in <l random 
direction. Experimentally, füllerenes are depositecl at a 
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rate of approximately 1 monolayer per minute. This is 
far too long a timescale to be simulated by MD. To 
reduce the simulation time, we introduce a new fulle 
rene 2 ps after the l<1st C60 has undergone a collision that 
stops its vertical motion. Once fullerenes are on the 
surface, they are coupled to a thermal bath 18) corres· 
ponding to the target temperature. Any reflected fulle 
renes are removed from the simulation. Further examples 
of the growth of C60 filrns are given in reference l 14). 
Figure 10 cont<1ins snapshots frorn a simulation of 
growth on the surface at 20°C. The fi.Jllerene are mobi 
le in the first layer, especially up ancl down the dimer 
rows, <md congregate into groups. The combination of 
the Si-C60 interactions and interactions between C60 

results in the first monolayer being characterised by 
mostly cubic but with some hexagonal stacking. This 
mixture of cubic ancl hexagonal structures is in 
agreement with the STM results shown in Figure 7 and 

Figure: IQ (a) Computer sim11/ation ofthe initial stages ofgrowth ofC60 011 
Si{ J 00}(2x 1} jör a /attice 4.6 11111 ot 20° C. Note the mainfy c/ose-packed 
stocking. 

Figure I 0 (b) growf/1 011 a lattice 5.4 nn1 x 5.4 n111 at 20° C. Note the mixture 
of (3x4) and (4x4) stacking. 
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reported in the Iiterature [9,15]. As rnore molecules 
accumulate on the surface, they congregate in groups 
and the film becomes rnore stable. Molecules that im 
pact above a closely packed region in the first monolayer 
can settle in hollows between molecules. The C60's are 
stable in these positions and we observe no migration 
ofthe molecules from these sites to the uncovered parts 
of the surface. As a result, the second layer begins to 
grwo before the first monolayer is complete. 

5. Condusions 

The cornbination of STM/AFM together with cornputer 
simulation are powerful new tools for analysing growth 
at crystal surfaces. However, crystal growth is not the 
only example of where the combination of these two 
techniques can be effectively used. Other examples 
include irradiation damage on surfaces and indentation 
problems. Ab-initio molecular dynamics [ 16] offers even 
more exciting possibilities in the study of chernical 
reactions and catalysis. 
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